Macroporous materials as novel catalysts for efficient and controllable proteolysis.
A novel nanopore based digestion strategy has been developed by directly adding a macroporous material as catalyst to the conventional in-solution reaction system. Without increasing the enzyme or protein concentrations, this simple digestion approach exhibits high proteolysis efficiency and selectivity due to the in situ fast adsorption of both enzymes and proteins from bulk solution into the macropores of the catalysts, where the target substrates and enzymes are greatly concentrated and confined in the nanospace to realize a quick digestion. Based on the electrostatic interaction matching between the biomolecules and catalysts, selective extraction and digestion of proteins with different isoelectric points can be achieved by adjusting the surface charge of the catalysts. This nanoporous reaction system has been successfully applied to the analysis of a complex biological sample, where 293 proteins are identified, while only 100 proteins are obtained by the standard overnight in-solution digestion. The present nanospace confined digestion strategy will lead to promising advances not only in proteomics but also in other applications where enzymatic reactions are involved.